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Next Management Generation Now in Charge at 

Danzer Veneer Europe and Interholco  
 

Dornbirn, Austria and Baar, Switzerland, January 2017 – Global hardwood specialist Danzer 

announces changes in its management. After 21 years with the company, Olof von Gagern 

(65) retires. His successor as CEO of Danzer Veneer Europe is Rudi Heinzelmann (57). 

Ulrich Grauert (51) will assume the role as CEO of Interholco AG. In the future, the Danzer 

and Interholco brands will operate independently from each other: Danzer will focus on 

hardwood from temperate forests – Interholco will sharpen its focus as a social, 

environmental and economic leader in tropical forest management as well as a leading 

producer of tropical wood.  

The management changes at Danzer had been prepared well in advance. Rudi 

Heinzelmann and Ulrich Grauert had been acting as COO for Danzer Veneer Europe and 

Interholco AG respectively already. Rudi Heinzelmann joined Danzer in 1984 and has 

worked in several functions including sales, procurement and product management. 

Ulrich Grauert joined Interholco AG in Switzerland in 1993. Born in Africa, he has spent 

his entire professional life in the hardwood industry. 

Interholco has been working in Africa since 1964 and owns IFO (Industrie Forestière 

d'Ouesso) in the Republic of Congo. This Interholco subsidiary manages the largest 

contiguous forest concession for timber in the tropics (1.16 million hectares) that is 

certified by the Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC® C022952). 

 “The separate management of the Interholco brand allows us to better focus our activities 

on the requirements of forest management and timber production in Africa”, says Ulrich 

Grauert. “We can better target our investments and activities, and focus on engaging 

stakeholders in the Congo Basin to address social, environmental and economic needs at 

local, regional and national level.” 

All Danzer activities focusing on hardwood from temperate forests will be eventually 

consolidated under the Danzer brand, including Danzer Veneer Americas, Danzer Veneer 

Europe, Danzer UK, Danzer Specialty Division, Bradford Forest and Interforest Lumber. 

Danzer has been investing in innovative new technologies in Europe and North America 

to increase the resource efficiency - making better use of the valuable hardwood resource, 
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including a hardwood log scanner that allows looking inside a log before processing it can 

result in higher yields, and a technology to slice thick hardwood lamellas for the 

engineered flooring industry effectively avoiding 30-50% waste that would result from 

traditional sawing. Key species for this fast growing Danzer product is, in line with today’s 

fashion, rustic European Oak.   

“Our activities with hardwood products from temperate forests will also benefit from the 

two brand approach”, adds Hans-Joachim Danzer, CEO of Danzer Holding AG. “While 

both businesses share the same principles and values in relation to the natural hardwood 

resource and the conduct of business, we deal with very different products, markets, 

species and business drivers day to day.” 

 

 

ABOUT INTERHOLCO 

Interholco AG is one of the leading international suppliers of African logs and lumber. 

The company manages the largest contiguous forest concession for timber in the tropics 

that is certified by the Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC): 1.16 million hectares. It 

operates its own production facility in the Republic of Congo with approximately 1,000 

local employees.  

URL: http://www.interholco.com 

 

ABOUT DANZER 

Danzer is a leading quality hardwood company with production facilities in North 

America and Europe. The company has approximately 1,500 employees and services 

customers from 18 sales offices worldwide. Founded in 1932, the company is managed by 

a family member of the third generation. Danzer owns and manages forests in North 

America sustainably and produces sliced veneer, lumber and innovative value-added 

wood timber products for decorative purposes. Danzer products are being used in high-

quality furniture, automobiles, interior architecture and other applications.  

URL: http://www.danzer.com 

 

MEDIA CONTACT INTERHOLCO 

tullia.baldassarri@interholco.ch  

Tullia Baldassarri Höger von Högersthal 

INTERHOLCO AG, Schutzengelstr. 36, 6341 Baar, Switzerland 

Tel.: +41 (41) 767 03 82 
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MEDIA CONTACT DANZER 

media@danzer.com 

Eckart Schmitt 

DANZER, Hintere Achmuehlerstrasse 1, 6850 Dornbirn, Austria 

Tel.: +49 (151) 4076-1212 

eckart.schmitt@danzer.com 

 

 


